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UNITY IN ONE

BREEDERS CROWN

Bluegrass Series

Reg. No. 6T678 Microchip No. 985141001310727

Consigned by Hunterton Sales Agency, Agent, Paris, Kentucky
Raised at Hunterton Farm at Stoner Creek, Paris, Kentucky

UNITY IN ONE

Barns 3-4

Canfield Hall 3:1:54  --------  Victory Dream 3:1:53.2

Canfield Hall 3:1:57  --------  Garland Loving 3:1:55.3

UNITY IN ONE

Muscle Hill 3:1:50.1  --------  Muscles Yankee 3:1:52.2

Southwind Adele 3:1:50  --------  Yankee Blonde 3:1:59.4f

Southwind Adele

First dam

2nd Dam

SHE ROCKS KEMP


2nd Dam

AUVERGNE 2:Q1:59; BT1:57.4 ($26,340) by Windsong's Legacy. Winner at 2. At 2, winner Arden Downs S.; second in cons. Peaceful Way S. From 4 living foals, dam of 3 winners, 3 in 1:55, including:

SOUWIND AVENGER


SOUTHWIND AVANTI


SOUTHWIND ANGELICA


3rd Dam

PINE NUGGET

BT2:00 ($4,187) by Pine Chip. At 2, second in Hoosier S. From 8 foals, dam of 6 winners, 1 in 1:55, 3 in 2:00, including:

PINE AFTER PINE


MUSCLES MCNUGGETS

(M) 2:1:59.3 ($13,694) (Muscles Yankee). 2 wins at 2. At 2, winner leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands. Dam of OWEN FACE 2:2:06.4f; 4:1:56.4f-Europe ($125,000-Int.), NUGGET’S FACE 2:1:59.1f-Europe ($115,000-Int.)

4th Dam

NAN HANOVER by Speedy Count. From 11 living foals, dam of 5 winners, 1 in 1:55, 4 in 2:00, including:

NAN’S CATCH


CIGAR DAN


OUR NANNY

(M) 2:2:01.2; 4:1:58.2f-Europe ($139,147-Int.) (Bonefish). 3 wins at 2, prior to export. At 2, winner leg Kentucky Sires S. (2). Frank Ervin T. In Europe, winner leg V-6 in Finland, Espono Palkinto at Vermo, Mares Elite S. at Helsinki, Turku, etc. Dam of HALF MOON 1:56.1f-Europe ($431,450-Int.), GATE OPEN 1:57.3f-Europe ($266,000-Int.), etc.

Producers: NANTUCKY 2:2:00.3 (grandam of RIFF KRONOS 2:2:03.2; 3:1:57.4; 4:1:55.4f-Europe-$500,000-Int.). Proud Nan (grandam of BLOOMFIELD CANTIFY 2:2:04.2f; 3:1:56f; 4:1:55.1f-$251,787), Nan Can (grandam of NEIGHSAY HANOVER 2:1:57; 3:1:53.2; 1:52.2f-$1,276,548). Nimble Nan (dam of NAVY SEAL 2:02.04.2; 1:54.4f-Europe-$271,418-Int.)

Next Dam - NOBLE NANNY 3:2:01.4 (Noble Victory-FLORICLAIRE-Florlis)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

- NOBLE NAN 3,2:01.4 (Noble Victory-FLORICLAIRE-Florlis)

- NOBLE NANNY 3,2:01.4 (Noble Victory-FLORICLAIRE-Florlis)

- NAVY SEAL 2:2:00.3 (grandam of RIFF KRONOS 2:2:03.2; 3:1:57.4; 4:1:55.4f-Europe-$500,000-Int.).